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Welcome back to the summer term, I hope you all had a relaxing and 
well earned Easter The children have returned with a renewed energy 
and a little taller! This letter recaps key information about the Summer 
Term and information on how to keep up to date with your children’s 
work.  

      

   

 

This term our Science topic will be looking at Earth Science and how the 

movement of the Earth effects the seasonal changes before moving onto 

plants, our History focus is on communication and how it has changed 

over time and our Geography unit looks at seasonal changes and the 

effect on the environment around us.  

English and Mathematics lessons continue to take place daily, where they 

will be working through the Year 1 Curriculum objectives. Alongside their 

daily math’s lesson we will also have three sessions a week focusing on 

key number facts. Phonics and reading sessions will also take place daily, 

to prepare the children for their phonics check later in the term.  
 

In RE we will be looking at Islam and key beliefs that Muslims have and 

follow before returning to Christianity and the importance of friendship.  

I am really pleased with the focus and energy the children are 

demonstrating in our final term of Year 1. Reports will go out towards 

the end of the year, however, if you have any worries or concerns before 

then please don’t hesitate to contact me via the office.  
 

Many thanks for your continued support. 

 

Kind regards, 
 

Mrs Needham 

Sycamore Class 
 

 @MrsJNeedham  | 01672 851305 | sycamore@woodborough.wilts.sch.uk 
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PE Lessons 

PE will take place on a Tuesday 

and a Wednesday. Tuesday’s 

session will be outside, so 

please ensure they have both 

shorts and joggers/leggings, 

spare socks, a jumper and 

trainers in their PE bags. 

These will be sent home 

regularly to be washed. 

Swimming will take place on 

Wednesday afternoons, thank 

you for all the volunteers who 

have offered to assist with 

this. 
 

 

 

 

Reading 

It is expected that children 

will read at least 3x a week to 

an adult and have their reading 

records signed. Reading 

Records need to be in school 

each day so that any messages 

can be noted in them or any 

school reading recorded. 

Those reading 5x or more will 

go into the draw for ‘Reader of 

the Week’. 

During the week please revisit 

the book and look at the 

comprehension questions in 

the back of the cover. 
 

Don’t forget… 

 

Friday 26th May – TD Day 

 

20th and 21st June– TD Days 
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